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OVERVIEW 

This document is intended for potential business partners to gain an 
understanding of how SparkPost works with business partners and how we 
integrate in a technical way. While there are technical elements, this is not  
purely a technical document. This resource is valuable to salespeople,  
marketers, developers, and integration specialists interested in partnerships  
with SparkPost.

PARTNERING WITH SPARKPOST

When it comes to the different types of partnerships, SparkPost understands that 
every business has different needs. We can offer referral, reseller, and embedded 
partnership arrangements. Our philosophy is more about doing what makes the 
most sense for the partnership as opposed to fitting everyone into the same 
mold. We are always looking for interesting new products to integrate with. Often 
with technical integrations, there is no business or contractual relationship at 
all—because a company has found our API so easy to use, they built their own 
integration and told us about it later. We just want everyone to be successful.

If you want to just build something cool, read on. If you want a deeper business 
relationship, still continue reading, but then contact our Business Development 
team at https://www.sparkpost.com/partnerscontact/ for more details on how 
we can work together for mutual business gains. There is also a full contact list at 
the end of this document.

PARTNERING WITH SPARKPOST 

Creating a SparkPost integration involves understanding what we do, how we 
interact, and what benefit we can offer you.

1) SparkPost is cloud based email infrastructure. We are not an ESP, and 
we do not offer a marketing frontend (we prefer to partner with marketing 
frontends, not compete with them). We are the fastest, most reliable email 
delivery engine, and our software delivers more than 25% of the entire 
world’s non-spam email.

2) We are very developer friendly, offering a comprehensive API with 
detailed and open documentation. We have a huge developer/user 
community, are active in Github, StackExchange and other developer 
communities and have open-sourced much of our developments in the 
interest of enhancing the technology. This has helped us develop a very 
rapidly growing partner ecosystem.

3) We just want everyone to be successful. If we can help your business 
grow, then in the long run we win too. We believe if we build an amazing 
product, you will refer us too. We often don’t need a complex legal 
agreement to make that work, but for those who want more structure, our 
business development team is ready to work with you for mutual success.

How to Get Started as a SparkPost Partner
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(Slightly) Technical stuff

SPARKPOST PARTNER ONBOARDING PROCESS

First things first, let’s get you in touch with our Business Development team  
so we can get you onboarded as a partner.

1) Go to our partner request form and enter a few simple questions about 
yourself and your company. https://www.sparkpost.com/partnerscontact/.

2) Someone from the Business Development team will reach out to your 
shortly and respond to your inquiry.

3) We will schedule some time to speak to you and any additional 
members of your company and team to understand your business,  
sending volume, and what kind of partnership you’re interested in.

 a) Interested in the type of partnership that’s right for you?  
 See last page for more information. 

SOME LIGHT READING

Now that you have an account, it is highly recommended to read through 
the “Getting Started” guides as well as the API documentation. Of particular 
interest are the Transmissions API and Webhooks. Those are the two things most 
commonly accessed by our partner integrations.

SparkPost New User Guide - This covers all the basics of getting a new  
account started including the most common API calls and how to deal with 
metrics and events.

Getting Started on SparkPost Enterprise - For more advanced or high-volume 
users we offer the Enterprise tier product which provides additional Technical 
Account Management (TAM) services that is ideal for high volume senders and 
those with higher security needs (Financial Services, Healthcare, etc.) and also 
offers SMS and Push notification services.

API Documentation - The API is standard across all tiers and is completely open 
to the public to read.

GETTING TO THE DETAILS

If your service is all about data capture and information mining, you may want to 
focus on Webhooks, or MessageEvents. SparkPost allows a customer to have as 
many webhooks as they need, and they can be restricted to specific data types. 
This allows our partners to build a variety of services for bounce processing, 
analytic, and long term data mining.

If your service is more about message delivery or you offer a creative front-end, 
you may want to focus more on the Transmission API. The flexible Transmissions 
API allows you to embed metadata, provide dynamic routing, schedule 
generation for a later time, and your application can leverage our powerful 
substitution language as well.

Once you have explored the API and have a general understanding of how to 
integrate with your own tools, our team would be happy to help you smooth out 
any integration details you may have come across. If you want some advice or 
need help understanding how our tech works, you are welcome to contact our 
technical resources at the end of this document.
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Business stuff

WHAT IS A SPARKPOST PARTNER?

We recognize that every business has unique needs, and you don’t want to be 
buttonholed into our “standard,” so we don’t have one.

Integration 

For those providing complementary technology integrated to SparkPost,  
we are happy to add you to our list of technology integrations and support you 
as described above.

Referral 

We can enter into an official referral agreement where incentives are paid  
for referring a customer.

Reseller 

This is a more formal arrangement where you have the right to resell SparkPost, 
and in very rare circumstances we might resell your service as well. It will involve 
a legal agreement, designation of responsibilities, and detailed reporting.

Embedded / Service Provider 

If you want to embed our technology inside your own by owning an Enterprise 
license, then use it as the delivery component of your own product, this one 
is for you. It only requires the purchase of an Enterprise tier account and 
appropriate Service Provider compliance vetting.

Other 
None of those look good to you? You are welcome to contact our Business 
Development team and discuss what works for you. We are open to ideas. 
Contact links are at the bottom of this document.

Again, for technology integrations, there is often no contractual relationship at 
all because a company has found our API so easy to use, they built their own 
integration and told us about it later. We just want everyone to be successful. 
We class these as “Integration” partnership, and we are happy to mention your 
product if you let us know about it.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?

We love partners as much as we love developers, and we have a whole section 
of our web site to prove it. Our Business Development team is dedicated to 
helping our partners succeed because we know we can’t do it without you. We 
have the world’s best email infrastructure, but it is not complete without a great 
front-end content tool, or a detailed reporting engine, or lightning fast CRM. 
We know where our strength is and know when to refer to a partner who can do 
other things better that we ever could. Let us help grow our business together.

Partners that can show a successful and useful integration can earn a spot on 
our Partners page. We don’t limit the number of options or play favorites. If your 
tool is perfect for a particular customer, we will gladly recommend it and point 
them to your link on the partner page.
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GETTING NOTICED

Building your brand is important. When you can show your integration working, set up a time with our Business Development team  
to show it off, then let us help you promote it.

1) Show us your working integration.

2) Send us your logo (with rights to use it) along with a brief synopsis of what the integration does.  
    There are a bunch of examples on the Partners Page.

3) Write up a set of instructions on how to make the integration work and send that (or a link) to us.

4) Set up a page on your own website explaining the integration.

5) We will take all of that and add your logo to the Partners page, add your description as well as link buttons to both your website 
    and the integration steps you provided. Feel free to browse any of the partner links on the partner page for examples.

RECIPROCATION

We ask that when you create your documentation, you use a specific logo our Business Development team can provide as well as some 
specific links and wording. That can be different depending on what type of partner you want to be. In general, pointing a link back to 
https://sparkpost.com is a basic requirement.

Contact Information

General Business Development Team: https://www.sparkpost.com/partnerscontact/ 
SVP of Business Development & General Counsel: joal.barbehenn@sparkpost.com 
Business Development Manager: beverly.clarke@sparkpost.com 
Technical Liaison: tom.mairs@sparkpost.com 
Our Website: https://www.sparkpost.com/ 
Our Partner showcase: https://www.sparkpost.com/partners/

Start Growing Your Customer Engagement Today!  
Follow us on Twitter @SparkPost or visit us online at sparkpost.com


